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Gabbard et al, Nature (2021)

Motivation
•

The number of papers on ML applications to GW
data has grown rapidly in recent years (see Cuoco,
et al Mach. Learn.: Sci. Technol (2020) for a
review)

•

Most problems and ML tools have been attempted
but there is still lots of room for improvement

•

Some of the most recent and exciting work has
been on rapid parameter estimation

•

CBC searches were one of the early classi cation
problems looked at

•

However, there is still no serious CBC ML search
pipeline

•

Plus, we’re mostly self-trained in ML so not
“experts”
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Kaggle - what is it?
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The challenge
What did we ask people to do?
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https://www.g2net.eu

Data description (for the competitors)
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LIGO-Virgo Collaboration, Living Rev Relativity (2018)

The data
signal
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signal+noise

•

Detector noise was generated using the
expected O4 Advanced interferometer
Power Spectral Densities.

•

Signal parameters were sampled from
standard astrophysical distributions.

•

However, the SNR distribution was tuned
by limiting the redshift to z=0.5.

•

This gave us the ability to set the di culty
of the challenge.

•

Reverse engineering of the problem is a
concern - Kagglers are sneaky and smart,
so great care had to be taken
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undetectable?

Data description (hidden from competitors)

detectable?

Data practicalities

fi
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•

Training data consisted of 500K items
(~55GB)

•

Testing data consisted of 220K items (~25GB)

•

De ning a metric - how do we decide who
wins?
•

Standard practice in GW astronomy is to
de ne a sensible False Positive Rate and
try to maximise the True Positive Rate

•

Closest metric available within Kaggle was
the Area Under the Curve (AUC)

•

Leaves the potential for analyses with best
sensitivity at very low FPR to lose.
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https://www.g2net.eu

The timeline
July 2020: First contact with Kaggle
•

October 2020: Initial trial dataset generated and sent to Kaggle

•

January 2021: Started drafting the documentation

•

Early 2021: Found out about Google prize money

•

April 2021: Decided on the competition metric

•

28th April 2021: Contract signed

•

30th June 2021: The competition launched

•

The competition was live for 3 months

30th September 2021: Competition ended

2021

•

•
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Meetings held every ~month

2020

•

During the challenge
•

Interest in the challenge grew quickly - ended
with ~1200 teams

•

This was exempli ed by the number of
messages on the challenge forum

•

Fortunately, most messages were between
competitors (it’s a quite friendly and helpful
environment)

•

Occasionally, Michael or myself would get asked
something and we would answer carefully

•

This was relatively low e ort

•

After the challenge - we are still working on the
complete meta-analysis and hope to publish
soon
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1st place (AUC=0.885388)
•

•

Selim Seferbekov is a Computer Vision Engineer at Mapbox, Minsk,
Belarus - joined Kaggle 6 years ago
•

Enormous experience in competitive Machine Learning, very basic
understanding in Digital Signal Processing (DSP).

•

Attracted by the unusual competition topic

Denis Kanonic is an Engineering Manager at Goldmine, studying for PhD in
Computer Science
•

Profound experience with DSP in radio communications, signi cant
reverse-engineering experience, some degree of familiarity with
Gravitational Waves detection.

•

Attracted by the DSP-related competition.

•

Both spent 2-4h daily for 1.5 month.

•

Won $6000 for 1st place

fi
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100th place had AUC = 0.877268

Results - ROC curves

AUC = 0.885388
AUC = 0.882995
AUC = 0.882913
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Summary

•

There is a vast wealth of untapped knowledge and skill that we can harness to enhance our
scienti c impact

•

This is a 2-way situation where the Kaggle community genuinely enjoys learning about the
astrophysics behind our problems

•

We are very hopeful for our next challenge - the results could be very exciting (see
the talk from Rodrigo)

fi
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Extra Slides
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signed to each test data sample from both the CNN and
matched-filtering approaches, and having knowledge of
the true class associated with each sample, we may now
construct receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves.
In Fig. 2 we compare our CNN results to that of
matched-filtering. Given the ranking statistic from a particular analysis and defining a parametric threshold value
on that statistic we are able to plot the fraction of noise
samples incorrectly identified as signals (false alarm probability) versus the fraction of signal samples correctly
identified (true alarm probability). These curves are defined as ROC curves and a ranking statistic is deemed
superior to another if at a given false alarm probability it
achieves a higher detection probability. Our results show
that the CNN approach closely matches the sensitivity
of matched-filtering for all test datasets across the range
of false alarm probabilities explored in this analysis[51].
We can make an additional direct comparison between
approaches by fixing a false alarm probability and plotting the corresponding true alarm probability versus the
optimal SNR of the signals in each test dataset. We show
these efficiency curves in Fig. 3 at false alarm probabilities 10−1 , 10−2 , 10−3 for both the CNN and matchedfiltering approaches. We again see very good agreement
between the approaches at all false alarm probabilities
with the CNN sensitivity exceeding that of the matched-
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Results - Ef ciency

FIG. 2. The ROC curves for test datasets containing signals
with optimal SNR, ρopt = 2, 4, 6. We plot the true alarm
probability versus the false alarm probability estimated from
the output of the CNN (purple) and matched-filtering (cyan)
approaches. Uncertainties in the true alarm probability correspond to 1-σ bounds assuming a binomial distribution.

Gabbard et al, PRL (2018)

FIG. 3. Efficiency curves comparing the performance of the
CNN and matched-filtering approaches for false alarm probabilities 10−1 (solid), 10−2 (dashed), 10−3 (dot-dashed). The
true alarm probability is plotted as a function of the optimal

Results - Ef ciency
Gabbard et al, PRL (2018)
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1st place interesting ndings
•

The most important trick used was custom Conv1D model with multiple large kernels

•

The element that made them stand out from others was that they identi ed that 1D CNNs performed better
than 2D CNNS and that they generated synthetic dataset for pre-training which helped to avoid severe
over tting

•

They found that around 30% of positive sample cannot be identi ed by any model due to theoretical limit (so
called SNR wall)

•

When training on hard negative/hard positive samples, the model generalizes to predict signals/noise with
reversed probability.

•

Model execution time
•

pre-training takes ~2 days ( ne tuning takes ~2 hours)

•

20 mins to analyse all 220K testing data (
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1st place model
•

Able to generate unlimited amounts of training data (avoid
over tting) - reverse engineered the training data using
our own GW tools!

•

Pre-train on “home-made” data which allowed access to
hidden parameters

•

Needed to use learnable frontend to transform 1D data into
more suitable time-frequency or time-feature 2D domain

•

Required a separate frontend for each channel to eliminate
the need of data whitening

•

Needed to use lean encoder to limit over tting

•

pre-training takes ~2 days ( ne tuning takes ~2 hours)

•

20 mins to analyse all 220K testing data (300 times faster
than real time)
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2nd place (0.88299)
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•

Hiroshi Yoshihara Machine learning
engineer at Aillis Inc in Tokyo, Japan

•

M.Sc. in health economics / epidemiology
and Doctoral candidate in public health
Professional background:

•

Participated in many computer vision
competitions.

•

In total, spent more than 200 hours on it.

•

Won $5000 for 2nd place

•

Model summary: Front end generation of
2D features to a standard backend (MANY
models)

2nd place model (actually lots of models)
•

Neural network architecture played the most important role for improving the performance.

•

In addition to a conventional spectrogram frontend + 2d-CNN, several trainable 1d-CNN
based frontends (wavegram), and Complex Morlet wavelet transform, Wavenet, and a
multi-scale CNN was used as a frontend before a 2d-CNN backend were attempted.

•

For models with frontend--backend architectures, the depth and size of backend was
correlated with model performance.

•

After strong denoising by applying bandpass lter, 1d-CNN with no 2d-CNN backends also
performed well. One-dimensional versions of ResNet and DenseNet were used.

•

Simpli ed WaveNet without gated activation was also used because it converged much
faster than it with gated attention.

•

Improvement was found by using pseudo labels for the test dataset

•

In order to increase diversity of prediction, 20 models were used and combined using
Ridge regression.
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2nd place interesting ndings
•

Things that worked
•

•

Things that did not work
•

•

Bandpass lter, adding gaussian noise, ipping waveform, test time augmentation, complex morlet wavelet transform, 1d-CNN as
frontend (feature extractor), 1d-CNN, deeper backbone, semi-supervised learning (pseudo label), label smoothing during SSL.

Signal whitening, many types of augmentation (swapping channel, discrete wavelet transform denoising, shifting time, masking
frequency bands, and etc.), melspectrogram (and many other SFTF based spectrograms), complex convolution, focal loss [6], online
hard example mining loss [7], SSL using mean teacher framework.

Setup and execution time
•

I used a local workstation with a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 (24GB) and multiple cloud instances with a NVIDIA Tesla A100 (40GB).
Surprisingly, training / inference time on both types of machine was almost the same.

•

In general, it took 2000 to 6000 seconds/epoch to train a frontend-backend model depending on its backbone architecture (no SSL).
For a 1d-CNN model, it took only 1000 to 2000 seconds/epoch to train, which is much faster.

•

Inference time was around 500 to 1500 seconds for a frontend-backend model, and 200 to 500 seconds for a 1d-CNN model (no
SSL / no TTA).

fi
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3rd place (0.88299)
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•

Anjum Sayed: Masters in Physics, Data Scientist,
12 years in the energy industry as a petrophysicist, Experience
in the previous BirdClef competition was helpful in G2Net

•

Maxim Shugaev: PhD in Applied Physics, Research Scientist
in Computer Vision at Intelligent Automation, Inc., Kaggle
Grandmaster (20+ competitions)

•

Isamu Yamashita: Masters in Computer Science, Data
Scientist in Canon. Inc., many years in the printer camera
industry as a software engineer

•

Ruiqi (Richard) Xing: PhD in Theoretical physics, Quant
Researcher in Financial Industry, Prior machine learning and
CNN knowledge helped in G2Net

•

Ziyue (Vincent) Wang: Masters in Financial Engineering,
Algorithmic Quant Researcher at BNPP

•

Won $4000 for 3rd place

•

Model summary: Whitening to Q-Transform to 2D pre-trained
CNN backend

